
How to Buy Textbooks Online for Less
Saving money by comparing prices, formats, and editions-- from Direct Textbooks
Compare prices at different online stores, look for softcover editions, and for slower changing topics like literature, look for 
older editions. You can generally save roughly half what you would otherwise spend at the campus bookstore, but you need to 
plan ahead.

Get Your Starting Point
Your first step, if you have the time, should be to price the coming term's textbooks at the campus bookstore. 
Buying online requires shipping time, so do this as soon as possible. The bookstore will normally have everything 
you need, and this gives a valuable point of comparison for later. It also provides a chance to get a list of the ISBNs 
for the books you will need, so you can ensure you get the right thing. The ISBN is the number on the back cover of 
the book, next to the barcode. You can generally use either the 10 or 13 digit ISBN, although newer books may just 
have 13.

The course description, syllabus, or class website will generally list the required texts for the term. Get them all on 
paper before heading to the bookstore, including ISBN. Write the prices for your books down, getting used prices if 
they're available. Some bookstores try to disallow students from writing while shopping, but whether you use your 
phone, or paper, or your arm, you should be able to get the information.

Compare Prices Online
At this point, you should have a list of ISBNs and the prices at the bookstore. Now it's time to compare online. 
There are dozens of price comparison services, many of them very good. We recommend our own site for this, 
Direct Textbooks.

The best way to use them is to simply enter the ISBN into the search box, without any spaces or dashes. For 
example, the book Google Hacks ISBN-13 would be 9780596004477. Once you search you will be presented with 
a list of online stores, the condition, and the price at that store.

Taking your books one at a time, go to the online store with the best price, and make sure you can receive it in time 
for class. Also, confirm that the book you are looking at actually matches the ISBN you were looking for. If all is as 
you expect, you can buy and move to the next book. It's a good idea to note where you bought the book, and for 
how much, on your list from the bookstore.

Buy Alternative Formats
Often times, if you buy at marketplaces like Half or Amazon, you will see listings for 'softcover' or 'economy' editions 
listed amongst normal hardcover listings. These books do not generally have the same ISBN as the book you are 
looking for, but they can provide a major savings over hardcover books. They contain the same content, but are 
printed as softcover, and sometimes newsprint editions.

The downside to buying these is when it comes time to sell books back. You will have to sell them yourself as 
opposed to at campus buybacks, and that takes time. In most cases, the up-front savings are more appealing than 
the deferred savings of selling books back.

Buy Older Editions
In subjects like literature, and even much of mathematics and science, a given course's material changes very little 
from term to term. There is no need to feel like you have to always buy the newest edition. Most price comparison 
services provide a method to search for older editions, and the savings can be substantial.

If you are uncertain, check with your professor on whether a given edition will work for the class. As with alternative 
formats, the savings are somewhat mitigated by a lower price when you sell the book back, so keep that in mind 
when you decide.
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Learn and Improve
You will have somewhere north of a dozen terms to get through in 4 years of school, with book buying at the 
beginning of each. The earlier you start, the better. There will be unavoidable problems with slow shipments, 
incorrect shipments, and inaccurate book descriptions, so being prepared is the best defense.

If you are vigilant in reading descriptions and checking ISBNs, you should not have much trouble. If you order from 
a person rather than a store, it is generally a good idea ot send a confirmation to them of what you are expecting to 
receive, including ISBN, format, and edition. For inaccuarate listings this will often head off a bad shipment before it 
leaves the seller.

If you get the wrong book, you should not hesitate to request a refund. You can still buy it at the bookstore, and if 
the problem is simply a wrong edition or format, the seller will sometimes request a compromise, like a partial 
refund, in which you get the same material for less money.

Selling textbooks online will require a paper of its own, but strictly speaking should be included in the subject of 
saving money buying textbooks online-- in general if you have the time, you should avoid on-campus buybacks and 
list at Half, Abe, and Amazon. Describe the book accurately including format, edition, and ISBN, and do it as early 
as you can near the end of the term. Buyers for the next term are in peak buying before the old term ends. If you 
can catch them, you can get a better price.

As with so many things, there is a trade-off of time and money. You can spend more time trying to save money than 
the savings are worth, and sometimes the bookstore might just have a book you can't get online, or a price that is 
similar to online sellers. But with some moderation, planning ahead, and persistence, you can sometimes even 
make money rather than spending money on your textbooks.

Further Reading
Use our Textbook FAQs for quick answers on buying used textbooks, renting textbooks, ebooks and selling 
textbooks. We hope that we have been of some assistance in your search for textbooks.
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